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1 Copyright and Disclaimer
Copyright © 2015 MEITRACK. All rights reserved.
and

are trademarks that belong to Meitrack Group.

The user manual may be changed without notice.
Without prior written consent of Meitrack Group, this user manual, or any part thereof, may not be reproduced for any
purpose whatsoever, or transmitted in any form, either electronically or mechanically, including photocopying and recording.
Meitrack Group shall not be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages (including but not limited to
economic losses, personal injuries, and loss of assets and property) caused by the use, inability, or illegality to use the product
or documentation.

2 Applications


Measure vehicle temperature.



Measure ambient temperature in real time.

3 Product Function and Specifications
3.1 Product Function


Measure vehicle temperature in real time.



Used for high temperature conditions. An alert will be sent when a high temperature alarm is triggered.



Used for low temperature conditions. An alert will be sent when a low temperature alarm is triggered.

3.2 Specifications
Item

Specifications

Dimension

Ø 5*30mm

Operating voltage

3 V–5.5 V DC

Temperature range

-20°C to 100°C

Measurement accuracy

±0.5°C

Packaging materials

Stainless steel tube or nickel-plated brass

Cable

PVC plastic cable

Cable length

5m (standard)

4 Main Device and Accessories


Digital temperature sensor



6 pin to 4 pin conversion cable



A61 converter

Note:
1.

Standard packaging: 1 digital temperature sensor, one 6 pin to 4 pin conversion cable, and 1 A61 converter.

2.

One A61 converter can connect to four digital temperature sensors.
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3.

If eight digital temperature sensors need to be connected, two A61 converters and two 6 pin to 4 pin conversion cables
are required.

4.

MVT800 is equipped with one dedicated temperature sensor plug, so no A61 converter is required.

5.

For the MVT600/T1/T333, an A61 converter is required.

5 Appearance


Digital temperature sensor



A61 converter



6 pin to 4 pin conversion cable

6 Installing the Temperature Sensor
Mount the temperature sensor to the vehicle based on customers' application.
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6.1 Connecting the Temperature Sensor to the MVT600/T1/T333
Connect the temperature sensor to the MVT600/T1/T333 through A61 converter. There are three wiring scenarios as follows:
Scenario 1: A61 converter +A52 temperature sensor
Connect four temperature sensors to tracker's SEN port (digital temperature sensor input) through an A61 converter. So you
can measure temperature at four places of a vehicle (for example, the back part, carriage, ventilation slot of the in-car air
conditioner, and engine). For details, see the following figure:

Scenario 2: A61 converter + A52 temperature sensor + A53 fuel sensor
If four temperature sensors and one fuel sensor are required, connect A61 converter's input port to the tracker and connect
A61 converter's output port to the fuel sensor. For details, see the following figure:
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Scenario 3: (2*A61 converters + A52 temperature sensor +A53 fuel sensor)
If multiple temperature sensors (quantity: 4–8 sensors) and one fuel sensor are required, connect one A61 converter's output
port to another A61 converter's input port through a power conversion cable, and then connect the two A61 converters to
sensors accordingly. For details, see the following figure:
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6.2 Connecting the Temperature Sensor to the MVT800
Connect the temperature sensor to MVT800’s dedicated temperature port as follows; no A61 converter is required.

7 Registering a Temperature Sensor and Changing Its Name
1.

Connect the digital temperature sensor to a tracker (T1/MVT600/T333/MVT800) and connect it to a computer. After
logging in to MS03, add the tracker to MS03, and the temperature sensor will be automatically registered.

2.

On the MS03 main interface, choose Management. On the window that is displayed, choose Temperature sensor from
Use Normal.

3.

Select a tracker from the Tracker drop-down list, and click

4.

Compare and verify the SNs on MS03 and the temperature sensor, locate the temperature sensor, double-click it to
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modify relevant data, and click Save.

Note:
1.

At most 8 temperature sensors can be registered for each MVT600/T1/T333. Before registration, make sure the tracker is
online and has been installed correctly and properly connected to power supply.

2.

After the high and low temperature alarms are defined, once the temperature of a temperature sensor exceeds the
preset upper limit or is less than the preset lower limit, an alarm will be triggered.

3.

A temperature sensor name can contain at most 15 characters.

4.

The temperature sensor No ranges from 1 to 255. It is not registered in sequence.

8 Unregistering a Temperature Sensor and Deleting Historical Data
8.1 Unregistering a Temperature Sensor
You can unregister a temperature sensor when the sensor is no longer used or is damaged. By doing so, its registered number is
released for another sensor. The historical data related to the unregistered sensor will still be remained. For more information
about how to delete historical data, see section 8.2 "Deleting Historical Data."
Click

next to

to unregister a temperature sensor, as shown in the following figure.

8.2 Deleting Historical Data
Select a temperature sensor, and click
figure.

next to
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9 Querying Reports on MS03
9.1 Historical Data
You can obtain temperature reading of defined temperature sensors from a historical data report, as shown in the following
figure.

9.2 Sensor Report
1.

On the MS03 main interface, choose Reports. On the window that is displayed, choose Sensor report from Use Normal.

2.

Select a tracker and temperature sensor, set the query time, and click

. The temperature sensor report will be

displayed.
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If you have any questions, do not hesitate to email us at info@meitrack.com.
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